The Legend of the Kangawullafox
Around the campfire the aboriginal tells a story of the legend of The Kangawullafox. The Aboriginals story starts by telling the children that the Kangawullafox lives in this very forest and is still a mystery about how it was created.

One day in the forest a scientist was looking quite suspicious and was carrying a few jars of a glowing sort of goo and as no one was looking he fled into the bush to dump the radioactive goo into a hole instead of being caught by the police. He had found a suitable hole for the radioactive goo and had dumped them and had covered the hole with a few twigs and leaves and fled in haste but what he failed to notice was a kangaroo and the fox preying on the kangaroo had followed him and investigated the hole and fell in and the fox went after and what happened next was nothing short of horrific.
The next day the farmer had come out to feed the cows and chickens and when he stepped out of the feed shed he dropped the buckets and was stunned at the sight of the massacre that had happened last night and ran over to the dead corpses of the poor cows then he realised that they must have been attacked by some sort of really big dog but once he studied the wound closer he realised that they were actually some sort of giant fox bites.

He ran inside to call the police but thought the better of it and ran next door to his Aboriginal neighbour and knocked on his door he heard a shuffle of feet inside the small shack and the Aboriginal opened the door.

'Hello?' The Aboriginal said a curious but cautious voice.
'Uh I have a problem with my animals and I would like you to figure out where it went and what kind of Fox would attacked an entire herd of cows' the farmer replied
'Yes I will come but what is your name?' He asked inquisitively
'Stephano' The frightened farmer said
'Funny name but let's go Stephano'
'Looks like some sort of giant fox and it went that way' The Aboriginal pointed towards the bush. 'But let's find where it came from first' 'Agreed' They walked the way the tracks came'

'Funny these footprints look like a kangaroos but the bite marks are of a fox's' the Aboriginal said. 'What the?' Stephano said as he found a hole in the ground 'there seems to be some sort of glowing goo at the bottom of it, and look something seems to have fallen in and dragged itself back out, lets follow the tracks' they followed the tracks.
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